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Definitions adapted from Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, 7th edition (ISBN 978-0-19-431606-4) 

Unit 1  Beginnings

accessible adj /@k"ses@bl/ able to be reached, entered, 
used, seen, etc. The remote desert area is accessible 
only by helicopter.

account for sth phr v /@  "kaUnt f@(r)/ to be the explanation 
or cause of sth The poor weather may have accounted 
for the small crowd.

apprehensive adj /%&prI"hensIv/ worried or frightened that 
sth unpleasant may happen I was a little apprehensive 
about the effects of what I had said. ◆ She was deeply 
apprehensive that something might go wrong.

back down phr v /%b&k  "daUn/ to take back a demand, an 
opinion, etc. that other people are strongly opposed 
to; to admit defeat She refused to back down on a 
point of principle.

baffled adj /"b&fld/ completely confused by sb/sth I’m 
baffled why she hasn’t called.

bewildered adj /bI"wIld@d/ extremely confused We were 
really bewildered by her decision not to take the job.

by and large idiom /baI @n  "lA;dZ/ used when you are saying 
something that is generally, but not completely, true By 
and large, I enjoyed my time at school.

categorically adv /%k&t@"gQrIkli/ in a way that shows 
that you are very sure about what you are saying He 
categorically rejected our offer.

circumspect adj /"s3;k@mspekt/ thinking very carefully about 
sth before doing it, because there may be risks involved 
I’m quite circumspect – I don’t think it’s a good time to 
buy property.

disenchanted adj /%dIsIn"tSA;ntId/ no longer feeling 
enthusiasm for sb/sth; not believing sth is good or 
worth doing He soon became disenchanted with work 
–he was never given any responsibility.

disillusioned adj /%dIsI"lu;Znd/ disappointed because the 
person you admired or the idea you believed to be 
good and true now seems without value I soon became 
disillusioned with the job.

disorientated adj /dIs"O;ri@nteItId/ feeling confused 
because you are in a situation that is not familiar to 
you As the mist descended we became disorientated.

distraught adj /dI"strO;t/ extremely upset and anxious so 
that you cannot think clearly She was distraught when 
she heard of her mother’s death.

elated adj /I"leItId/ very happy and excited because of sth 
good that has happened, or will happen After I passed 
the exam I felt elated for weeks.

evocative adj /I"vQk@tIv/ making you think of or remember 
a strong image or feeling, in a pleasant way The smell 
of burning leaves is so evocative of autumn. 

for the time being idiom /f@ D@ taIm  "bi;IN/ for a short 
period of time but not permanently You can leave your 
suitcase here for the time being.

gravely adv /"greIvli/ seriously; in a way that is a worrying 
She is gravely ill.

hindsight n /”haIndsaIt/ the understanding that you have of 
a situation only after it has happened and that means 
you would have done things in a different way It’s easy to 
criticise with the benefit of hindsight.

ingrained adj /In"greInd/ (of a habit, an attitude, etc.) 
having existed for a long time and therefore difficult to 
change The belief that we should do our duty is deeply 
ingrained in most of us.

ironically adv /aI"rQnIkli/ used to say that a situation is 
strange or amusing because it is very different from 
what you expect Ironically, the book she felt was her 
worst sold more copies than any of her others.

literate adj /"lIt@r@t/ able to read and write Around 90% of 
the population is literate.

loosely adv /"lu;sli/ in a way that is not exact The play is 
loosely based on his childhood in Russia.

make up your mind idiom /meIk Vp j@  "maInd/ to decide 
sth They’re both beautiful—I can’t make up my mind.

once in a while idiom /%wVns In @  "waIl/ occasionally Once in 
a while my friends and I meet up for a drink.

onwards adv  /"Qnw@dz/ continuing from a particular time 
They lived there from the 1980s onwards.

overawed adj /%@Uv@r"O;d/ being so impressed by sb/sth 
that you feel nervous or frightened  The players were 
overawed by the occasion, and lost the final 4-1. 

overwhelmed adj /%@Uv@"welmd/ feeling so emotional in 
response to sth that you do not know how to react We 
were overwhelmed by feelings of guilt.

paradoxically adv /%p&r@"dQksIkli/ used to say that a 
situation is strange because it has two opposite features 
that make it seem impossible or unlikely to happen 
Paradoxically, the less she ate, the fatter she got.

partial adj /"pA;Sl/ showing or feeling too much support 
for one person, team, idea, etc., in a way that is unfair 

perplexed adj /p@"plekst/ confused and anxious because 
you are unable to understand sth She looked 
perplexed.

petrified adj /"petrIfaId/ extremely frightened I’m petrified 
of snakes.

preoccupied adj /pri"QkjupaId/ thinking or worrying about 
sth so that you do not pay attention to other things 
He was so preoccupied with his work that he missed 
dinner.

promptly adv /"prQmptli/ immediately She read the letter 
and promptly burst into tears.

purportedly adv /p@"pO;tIdli/ according to what has been 
stated to have happened or to be true, when this might 
not be the case a letter purportedly written by Mozart

recollection n /%rek@"lekSn/ a thing that you remember 
from the past to have a clear/vivid/dim/vague 
recollection of sth

reminisce v /%remI"nIs/ to think, talk or write about a 
happy time in your past We spent a happy evening 
reminiscing about the past.

remorseful adj /rI"mO;sfl/ extremely sorry for sth wrong or 
bad that you have done 

resolutely adv /"rez@lu;tli/ in a way that shows great 
determination They remain resolutely opposed to  
the idea.

stand up to sb/sth phr v /%st&nd  "Vp/ to resist sb/sth; to 
not accept bad treatment from sb without complaining 
I think you should stand up to her; she’s just trying to 
bully you.

staunchly adv /"stO;ntSli/ in a strong and loyal way She 
staunchly defended the new policy.

supposedly adv /s@"p@UzIdli/ according to what is generally 
thought or believed but not known for certain The novel 
is supposedly based on a true story.

swiftly adv /"swIftli/ quickly and immediately He swiftly 
put a stop to the rumours. 

tense adj /tens/ (of a person) nervous or worried, and 
unable to relax Everyone is very tense in the office – 
hopefully the economy will improve soon.

thereby adv /%De@"baI/ used to introduce the result of 
the action or situation mentioned Regular exercise 
strengthens the heart, thereby reducing the risk of 
heart attack.

thus adv /DVs/ in this way; like this The universities have 
expanded, thus allowing many more people the chance 
of higher education.

time after time idiom /%taIm A;ft@  "taIm/ often; on many 
occasions You will get a perfect result time after time if 
you follow these instructions.

trait n /treIt/ a particular quality or characteristic, 
especially one belonging to a person Honesty is an 
essential trait for a police officer.

traumatic adj /trO;"m&tIk/ extremely unpleasant and 
causing you to feel upset and/or anxious The car crash 
was very traumatic; she still finds it hard to sleep.

uneasy adj /Vn"I;zi/ feeling worried or unhappy about a 
particular situation, because you think that sth bad 
may happen or because you are not sure that what you 
are doing is right I feel very uneasy about being here – 
are you sure it’s OK?

unnerved adj /%Vn"n3;vd/ feeling nervous or frightened 
or having lost confidence She’s been unnerved by her 
recent fall, and stays indoors now.

uptight adj /%Vp"taIt/ anxious and/or angry about sth 
Don’t be so uptight; you need to learn how to relax.

 

withdrawn adj /wID"drO;n/ not wanting to talk to other 
people; extremely quiet and shy He was a fairly 
withdrawn child; he rarely spoke to strangers.

Get ready for your exam 1
attached (to sb/sth) adj /@"t&tSt/ full of affection for sb/sth 

I’ve never seen two people so attached to each other.
breed n /bri;d/ a particular type of animal that has been 

developed by people in a controlled way, especially 
a type of dog, cat or farm animal labradors and other 
breeds of large dog

extract v /"ekstr&kt/ to remove or obtain a substance from 
sth, for example by using an industrial or a chemical 
process a machine that extracts excess moisture from 
the air

immortality n /%ImO;"t&l@ti/ the state of being able to live 
or exist for ever belief in the immortality of the soul ◆ 
He is well on his way to showbusiness immortality.

mark v /mA;k/ to be a sign that sth new is going to 
happen The agreement marks a new phase in 
international relations.

notoriety n /%n@Ut@"raI@ti/ fame for being bad in some way 
She achieved notoriety for her affair with the senator.

replica n /"replIk@/ a very good or exact copy of sth a 
replica of the Eiffel tower

revulsion n /rI"vVlSn/ a strong feeling of disgust or horror 
She felt a deep sense of revulsion at the violence.

sniff sb/sth out phr v /%snIf"aUt/ to discover or find sb/sth 
by using your sense of smell The dogs are trained to 
sniff out drugs.

spiral v /"spaIr@l/ to increase rapidly the spiralling cost of 
health care ◆ Prices are spiralling out of control.

surrogate adj /"sVr@g@t/ used to describe a person or thing 
that takes the place of, or is used instead of, sb/sth 
else She saw him as a sort of surrogate father.

tissue n /"tISu;/ a collection of cells that form the different 
parts of humans, animals and plants muscle/brain/
nerve, etc. tissue

Unit 2  Stories
absent-minded adj /%&bs@nt "maIndId/ tending to forget 

things, perhaps because you are not thinking about 
what is around you, but about sth else He’s so absent-
minded, he keeps losing his glasses.

action-packed adj /"&kSn p&kt/ full of exciting events and 
activity The last Indiana Jones film was action-packed.

adaptation n /%&d&p" teISn/ a film, television programme 
or play that is based on another piece of work, 
such as a novel He starred in a screen adaptation of 
Shakespeare’s ‘Macbeth’.

all-time adj /"O;l taIm/ of any time Profits are at an all-time 
high.

bedding n /"bedIN/ the sheets and covers that you put on 
a bed, often also the mattress and the pillows They 
were given new bedding as a wedding present.

box office n /"bQks QfIs/ the place at a theatre, cinema, 
etc. where the tickets are sold The movie has been a 
huge box-office success (= many people have been  
to see it).

buff n /bVf/ a person who is very interested in a particular 
subject or activity and knows a lot about it a film buff

cold-blooded adj /%k@Uld "blVdId/ (of people and their 
actions) showing no feelings or pity for other people a 
cold-blooded killer

coveted adj /"kVv@tId/ (of an award, job, position, etc.) 
desired or wished for by many people They are this 
year’s winners of the coveted trophy.

cut-price adj /%kVt"praIs/ sold at a reduced price cut-price 
goods/fares

edgy adj /"edZi/ (of a film, book, piece of music, etc.) 
having a sharp exciting quality a clever, edgy film

enhanced adj /In"hA;nst/ improved in quality, value or 
status enhanced efficiency

escapism n /I"skeIpIz@m/ an activity, a form of 
entertainment, etc. that helps you avoid or forget 
unpleasant or boring things The film is a harmless 
piece of escapism.
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exhilaration n /Ig%zIl@"reISn/ a feeling of great happiness 

and excitement Nothing much can match the 
exhilaration of white-water rafting.

far-fetched adj /%fA; "fetSt/ very difficult to believe  
The whole story sounds rather far-fetched.

feature film n / "fi;tS@ fIlm/ a main movie with a story, 
rather than a documentary, etc. Star Wars is one of the 
highest grossing feature films of all time.

flawed adj /flO;d/ having a fault or a weakness (= a flaw); 
damaged or spoiled a flawed argument ◆ the book’s 
flawed heroine

get into sth phr v /%get "Intu/ to develop a particular habit 
How did she get into drugs?

get sb down phr v /%get  "daUn/ to make sb feel sad or 
depressed Rainy days always get me down.

gripping dj /"grIpIN/ exciting or interesting in a way that 
keeps your attention The story was gripping, I couldn’t 
put the book down.

gross v /gr@Us/ to earn a particular amount of money 
before tax has been taken off it It is one of the biggest 
grossing movies of all time.

hair-raising adj /"he@ reIzIN/ extremely frightening but 
often exciting a hair-raising adventure/story

hang out phr v /%h&N  "aUt/ to spend a lot of time in a 
place The local kids hang out at the shopping centre.

hardship n /"hA;dSIp/ a situation that is difficult and 
unpleasant because you do not have enough money, 
food, clothes, etc. economic/financial hardship

heart-throb n /"hA;t TrQb/ (used especially in newspapers) 
a famous man, usually an actor or a singer, that a 
lot of women find attractive George Clooney is often 
described as a heart-throb.

heart-warming adj /"hA;t wO;mIN/ causing feelings of 
happiness and pleasure a heart-warming story

kick the habit, drug, booze, etc. idiom /kIk D@"h&bIt/ to stop 
doing sth harmful that you have done for a long time 
He managed to kick the habit after 15 years of heroin 
addiction.

level-headed adj /%levl  "hedId/ calm and sensible; able to 
make good decisions even in difficult situations 

light-hearted adj /%laIt  "hA;tId/ 1. intended to be amusing 
or easily enjoyable rather than too serious: a light-
hearted speech; 2. cheerful and without problems: She 
felt light-hearted and optimistic. 

location n /l@U"keISn/ a place outside a film studio where 
scenes of a film are made The movie was shot entirely 
on location in Italy.

longing n /"lQNIN/ a strong feeling of wanting sth/sb She’s 
longing to return to Japan; she really misses it.

loose change n /%lu;s "tSeIndZ/ coins that you have in 
a pocket or a bag I gave some loose change to the 
busker.

maroon v /m@"ru;n/ to leave sb in a place that they cannot 
escape from, for example an island ‘Lord of the Flies’ 
is a novel about English schoolboys marooned on a 
desert island.

miscast v /%mIs"kA;st/ to choose an actor to play a role for 
which they are not suitable 

moving adj /"mu;vIN/ causing you to have deep feelings of 
sadness or sympathy a deeply moving experience

prestige n /pre"sti;Z/ the respect and admiration that sb/
sth has because of their social position, or what they 
have done 

quick-witted adj /%kwIk  "wItId/ able to think quickly; 
intelligent 

resent v /rI"zent/ to feel bitter or angry about sth, 
especially because you feel it is unfair 

road movie n /  ” r@Ud mu;vi/ a film which is based on a 
journey made by the main character or characters 

self-assured adj /%self @ "SU@d/ having a lot of confidence 
in yourself and your abilities 

sequel n /"si;kw@l/ a book, film, play, etc. that continues 
the story of an earlier one a sequel to the hit movie 
‘X-men’

sequence n /"si;kw@ns/ a part of a film that deals with one 
subject or topic or consists of one scene 

setting n /"setIN/ the place and time at which the action 
of a play, novel, etc. takes place short stories with a 
contemporary setting

skip v /skIp/ to not do sth that you usually do or should 
do She decided to skip the afternoon’s class.

sleep rough idiom /sli;p "rVf/ to sleep outdoors, usually 
because you have no home and no money 

supporting adj /s@"pO;tIN/ (about an actor in a play or film) 
having an important part but not the leading one The 
movie featured Morgan Freeman in a supporting role.

third-rate adj /%T3;d "reIt/ of very poor quality a third-rate 
actor

twist n /twIst/ an unexpected change or development in a 
story or situation 

unfold v /Vn"f@Uld/ to be gradually made known; to 
gradually make sth known to other people The 
audience watched as the story unfolded before their 
eyes. ◆ She unfolded her tale to us.

wacky adj /"w&ki/ funny or amusing in a slightly crazy 
way He has some wacky ideas.

x-rated adj /"eks reItId/ (especially of a film) that people 
under 18 are not allowed to see because it contains 
sex and/or violence 

Get ready for your exam 2
burrow v /"bVr@U/ to make a hole or a tunnel in the ground 

by digging Earthworms burrow deep into the soil.
contract v /k@n"tr&kt/ to get an illness to contract AIDS/a 

virus/a disease
flop n /flQp/ a film, play, party, etc. that is not successful; 

a failure 
lowly adj /"l@Uli/ low in status or importance 
poultry n /"p@Ultri/ birds such as chickens, ducks and 

geese, kept for their meat or eggs to keep poultry ◆ 
poultry farming

sewage n /"su;IdZ/ used water and waste substances 
produced by human bodies, that are carried away from 
buildings through special pipes (= sewers) a ban on 
the dumping of raw sewage

sighting n /"saItIN/ an occasion when sb sees sb/sth, 
especially sth unusual or sth that lasts for only a short 
time a reported sighting of the Loch Ness monster

slump n /slVmp/ a sudden fall in sales, prices, the value 
of sth, etc. a slump in profits

tainted adj /"teIntId/ (of food or water) no longer suitable 
for eating or drinking because it contains a dirty, 
harmful or poisonous substance tainted drinking water

urban myth n /%3;b@n "mIT/ a story about an amusing or 
strange event that is supposed to have happened, 
which is often repeated and which many people 
believe is true 

Unit 3  Partners
acquaintance n /@"kweInt@ns/ a person that you know but 

who is not a close friend Claire has a wide circle of 
friends and acquaintances.

affluent adj /"&flu@nt/ having a lot of money and a good 
standard of living a very affluent neighbourhood

ancient adj /"eInS@nt/ 1. belonging to a period of history 
that is thousands of years in the past ancient history ◆ 
ancient Greece 
2. very old; having existed for a very long time an 
ancient oak tree 

antique adj /&n"ti;k/ (of furniture, jewellery, etc.) old and 
often valuable an antique desk

associate n /@"s@USi@t/ a person that you work with, do 
business with or spend a lot of time with business 
associates

attentive adj /@"tentIv/ helpful; making sure that people 
have what they need The hotel staff are friendly and 
attentive.

be blessed with sb/sth idiom /bi  "blest wID/ to have sth 
good such as ability, great happiness, etc. We’re 
blessed with five lovely grandchildren.

be steeped in sth idiom /bi "sti;pt In/ to have a lot of a 
particular quality a city steeped in history

bulletproof adj /"bUlItpru;f/ able to stop bullets from 
passing through it a bulletproof vest

bustling adj /"bVslIN/ full of people moving about in a 
busy way The market was bustling with life.

buzz v /bVz/ to be full of excitement, activity, etc. The place 
was buzzing with journalists.

captivating adj /"k&ptIveItIN/ taking all your attention; 
very attractive and interesting He found her 
captivating.

cater for sb/sth phr v /"keIt@ f@(r)/ to provide the things 
that a particular person or situation needs or wants 
The class caters for all ability ranges.

clientele n /%kli;@n"tel/ all the customers or clients of 
a shop, restaurant, organisation, etc. We have an 
international clientele.

close-knit adj /%kl@Us  "nIt/ (of a group of people) having 
strong relationships with each other and taking a 
close, friendly interest in each other’s activities and 
problems the close-knit community of a small village

cosmopolitan adj /%kQzm@"pQlIt@n/ containing people 
of different types or from different countries, 
and influenced by their culture The club has a 
cosmopolitan atmosphere.

crony n /"k1r@Uni/ (often disapproving) a person that sb 
spends a lot of time with He was playing cards with 
his cronies.

deprived adj /dI"praIvd/ without enough food, education, 
and all the things that are necessary for people to live 
a happy and comfortable life an economically deprived 
area

desolate adj /"des@l@t/ (of a place) empty and without 
people, making you feel sad or frightened a bleak and 
desolate landscape

detour n /"di;tU@(r)/ a longer route that you take in order 
to avoid a problem or to visit a place We had to make a 
detour around the flooded fields.

down adj /daUn/ sad or depressed I feel a bit down today.
drift apart phr v /%drIft @  "pA;t/ to become less friendly or 

close to sb As children we were very close, but as we 
grew up we just drifted apart.

eradicate v /I"r&dIkeIt/ to destroy or get rid of sth 
completely, especially sth bad We are determined to 
eradicate racism from our sport.

fair-weather adj /"fe@ weD@/ (of people) behaving in a 
particular way or doing a particular activity only when it 
is pleasant for them a fair-weather friend (= sb who stops 
being a friend when you are in trouble)

hark back phr v /%hA;k "b&k/ to remind you of, or to be 
like, sth in the past The newest styles hark back to the 
clothes of the seventies.

high-rise adj /"haI raIz/ (of a building) very tall and having 
a lot of floors high-rise housing

hilly adj /"hIli/ having a lot of hills a hilly area/region
historic adj /hIs"tQrIk/ important in history; likely to be 

thought of as important at some time in the future a 
historic monument ◆ The area is of special historic 
interest.

host n /h@Ust/ a country, a city or an organisation that 
holds and arranges a special event The college is 
playing host to a group of visiting Russian scientists.

hygiene n /"haIdZi;n/ the practice of keeping yourself and 
your living and working areas clean in order to prevent 
illness and disease food hygiene ◆ In the interests of 
hygiene, please wash your hands.

immense adj /I"mens/ extremely large or great There is 
still an immense amount of work to be done.

laid-back adj /%leId "b&k/ calm and relaxed a laid-back 
attitude to life

lively adj /"laIvli/ (of a place, an event, etc.) full of interest 
or excitement a lively bar

picturesque adj /%pIktS@"resk/ (of a place, building, 
scene, etc.) pretty, especially in a way that looks old-
fashioned a picturesque cottage/village

portion n /"pO;Sn/ an amount of food that is large enough 
for one person a generous portion of meat

reminiscent adj /%remI"nIsnt/ reminding you of sb/sth The 
way he laughed was strongly reminiscent of his father.
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renowned adj /rI%naUnd/ famous and respected It is 

renowned as one of the region’s best restaurants. ◆ 
She is renowned for her patience.

reprimand v /"reprImA;nd/ to tell sb officially that you 
do not approve of them or their actions The officers 
were severely reprimanded for their unprofessional 
behaviour.

run-down adj /%rVn "daUn/ (of a building or place) in very 
bad condition; that has not been taken care of run-
down inner-city areas

setback n /"setb&k/ a difficulty or problem that delays 
or prevents sth, or makes a situation worse The team 
suffered a major setback when their best player was 
injured.

soulmate n /"s@UlmeIt/ a person that you have a special 
friendship with because you understand each other’s 
feelings and interests 

sprawling adj /"sprO;lIN/ spreading in an untidy way a 
modern sprawling town

a stone’s throw idiom /@"st@Unz Tr@U/ a very short 
distance away We live just a stone’s throw from here.

teem with phr v /"ti;m wID/ to be full of people, animals, etc. 
moving around The streets were teeming with tourists.

thriving adj /"TraIvIN/ continuing to be successful, strong, 
healthy, etc. a thriving industry

touristy adj /"tU@rIsti/ attracting or designed to attract a 
lot of tourists The island has become quite touristy.

up to date adj /%Vp t@  "deIt/ modern; fashionable up-to-
date clothes/equipment

upmarket adj /%Vp"mA;kIt/ designed for or used by people 
who belong to a high social class or have a lot of 
money an upmarket restaurant

vast adj /vA;st/ extremely large in area, size, amount, etc. 
a vast area of forest ◆ His business empire was vast.

vibrant adj /"vaIbr@nt/ full of life and energy The city is at its 
most vibrant during the New Year celebrations.

voice v /vOIs/ to tell people your feelings or opinions 
about sth A number of parents have voiced concern 
about their children’s safety.

Get ready for your exam 3
blossom v /"blQs@m/ to become more healthy, confident 

or successful Their friendship blossomed into love.
doom v /du;m/ to make sb/sth certain to fail, suffer, die, 

etc. The plan was doomed to failure.  ◆ The marriage 
was doomed from the start.

drastic adj /"dr&stIk/ extreme in a way that has a sudden, 
serious or violent effect on sth drastic measures/changes

pass away phr v /%pA;s @"weI/ to die. People say ‘pass 
away’ to avoid saying ‘die’. His mother passed away 
last year.

prospective adj /pr@"spektIv/ expected to do sth or to 
become sth a prospective buyer

station v /"steISn/ to send sb, especially from one of the 
armed forces, to work in a place for a period of time 
troops stationed abroad

susceptible adj /s@"sept@bl/ very likely to be influenced, 
harmed or affected by sb/sth He’s highly susceptible 
to flattery.

sweetheart n /"swi;thA;t/ a person with whom sb is 
having a romantic relationship They were childhood 
sweethearts.

tie the knot idiom /%taI D@  "nQt/ to get married 
walk out (on sb) phr v /%wO;k  "aUt/ to suddenly leave sb 

that you are having a relationship with and that you 
have a responsibility for How could he walk out on his 
wife and kids?

Unit 4  Changes 
access n /"&kses/ a way of entering or reaching a place 

There is good wheelchair access to most facilities.
adapt v /@"d&pt/ 1. to change your behaviour in order to 

deal more successfully with a new situation A large 
organization can be slow to adapt to change. 
2. to change a book or play so that it can be made into 
a play, film, television programme, etc. Three of her 
novels have been adapted for television. 

adjust v /@"dZVst/ 1. to change sth slightly to make it more 
suitable for a new set of conditions or to make it work 
better This button is for adjusting the volume. 
2. to get used to a new situation by changing the way 
you behave and/or think It took her a while to adjust 
to living alone. 

alter v /"O;lt@(r)/ to become different; to make sb/sth 
different He had altered so much I scarcely recognised 
him. ◆ Nothing can alter the fact that we are to blame.

bound adj /baUnd/ certain or likely to happen, or to do or 
be sth There are bound to be problems when the new 
system is introduced.

brief adj /bri;f/ lasting only a short time; short a brief 
visit/meeting/conversation

bulging adj /"bVldZIN/ that stick out from sth in a round 
shape bulging eyes

carefree adj /"ke@fri;/ having no worries or responsibilities 
He looked happy and carefree.

character n /"k&r@kt@(r)/ the interesting or unusual 
quality that a place or a person has The modern hotels 
here have no real character.

chic adj /Si;k/ very fashionable and elegant a chic new 
restaurant

child-friendly adj /%tSaIld  "frendli/ designed to be suitable for 
children; not harmful to children 

convert v /k@n"v3;t/ 1. to be able to be changed from 
one form, purpose, or system to another a sofa that 
converts into a bed 
2. to change or make sb change their religion or 
beliefs He converted from Christianity to Islam. 

cycle rack n /"saIkl r&k/ a structure usually made of metal 
bars and found outside buildings, which can hold or to 
which you can attach a bicycle 

dilapidated adj /dI"l&pIdeItId/ (of furniture and buildings) 
old and in very bad condition 

drab adj /dr&b/ without interest or colour; dull and boring 
a cold drab little office

drawback n /"drO;b&k/ a disadvantage or problem that 
makes sth a less attractive idea The main drawback to 
her proposal is the cost.

enforced adj /In"fO;st/ that sb is forced to do or experience 
without being able to control it a period of enforced 
absence

evolve v /i"vQlv/ 1. to develop gradually, especially from 
a simple to a more complicated form The idea evolved 
from a drawing I discovered in the attic. ◆ Each school 
must evolve its own way of working. 
2. (of plants, animals, etc.) to develop over time, often 
many generations, into forms that are better adapted 
to survive changes in their environment The three 
species evolved from a single ancestor. 

faint adj /feint/ very small; possible but unlikely There is 
still a faint hope that she may be cured.

far and away idiom /fA;r @n @  "weI/ by a very great amount 
She’s far and away the best player.

gallant adj /"g&l@nt/ brave, especially in a very difficult 
situation gallant soldiers

idle adj /"aIdl/ (of people) not working hard; lazy an idle 
student

idyllic adj /I"dIlIk/ peaceful and beautiful; perfect, without 
problems to lead an idyllic existence

impressionable adj /Im"preS@n@bl/ (of a person, especially 
a young one) easily influenced or affected by sb/sth 
children at an impressionable age

joyful adj /"dZOIfl/ very happy; causing people to be 
happy 

knock sth down phr v /%nQk "daUn/ to destroy a building 
by breaking its walls These old houses are going to be 
knocked down.

listless adj /"lIstl@s/ having no energy or enthusiasm The 
illness left her feeling listless and depressed.

marginally adv /"mA;dZIn@li/ very slightly; not very much 
They now cost marginally more than they did last year.

modify v /"mQdIfaI/ to change sth slightly, especially in 
order to make it more suitable for a particular purpose 
The software we use has been modified for us. ◆ 
genetically-modified foods 

multi-storey car park n /%mVlti stO;ri "kA; pA;k/ a large 
building with several floors for parking cars in 

overbearing adj /%@Uv@"be@rIN/ trying to control other 
people in an unpleasant way He had an overbearing 
manner.

pastoral adj /"pA;st@r@l/ showing country life or the 
countryside, especially in a romantic way a pastoral 
scene/poem

pedestrianised adj /p@"destri@naIzd/ (about a street or part 
of a town) made into an area that is only for people who 
are walking, not for vehicles 

period adj /"pI@ri@d/ having a style typical of a particular 
time in history period costumes/furniture

pluck v /plVk/ to pick a fruit, flower, etc. from where it is 
growing I plucked an orange from the tree.

protracted adj /pr@"tr&ktId/ lasting longer than expected 
or longer than usual protracted negotiations

quaint adj /kweInt/ attractive in an unusual or old-fashioned 
way a quaint seaside village

refine v /rI"faIn/ 1. to make a substance pure by taking 
other substances out of it the process of refining oil/ 
sugar 
2. to improve sth by making small changes to it 

renovate v /"ren@veIt/ to repair and paint an old building, 
a piece of furniture, etc. so that it is in good condition 
again 

soulless adj /"s@Ull@s/ of things and places) lacking any 
attractive or interesting qualities that make people 
feel happy They live in soulless concrete blocks.

state of the art adj /%steIt @v Di  "A;t/ using the most 
modern or advanced techniques or methods; as good 
as it can be at the present time a state-of-the-art 
computer system

stormy adj /"stO;mi/ full of strong feelings and angry 
arguments a stormy relationship

transform v /tr&ns"fO;m/ 1. to change the form of sth 
The photochemical reactions transform the light into 
electrical impulses. 
2. to completely change the appearance or character 
of sth, especially so that it is better It was an event 
that would transform my life. 

trendy adj /"trendi/ very fashionable trendy clothes
undergo v /%Vnd@"g@U/ to experience sth, especially a 

change or sth unpleasant My mother underwent major 
surgery last year.

uplifting adj /%Vp"lIftIN/ making you feel happier or giving 
you more hope an uplifting experience/speech
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amid prep /@"mId/ surrounded by sth The hotel was in a 

beautiful position amid lemon groves.
balmy adj /"bA;mi/ (of the air, weather, etc.) warm and 

pleasant a balmy summer evening
boulder n /"b@Uld@(r)/ a very large rock which has been 

shaped by water or the weather 
drift n /drift/ a slow steady movement from one place to 

another a population drift away from rural areas
infest v /In"fest/ (especially of insects or animals such as 

rats) to exist in large numbers in a particular place, 
often causing damage or disease The kitchen was 
infested with cockroaches.

inescapable adj /%InI"skeIp@bl/ (of a fact or a situation) 
that you cannot avoid or ignore This leads to the 
inescapable conclusion that the two things are 
connected.

partial adj /"pA;Sl/ not complete or whole a partial eclipse 
of the sun

plateau n /"pl&t@U/ an area of flat land that is higher than 
the land around it 

roam v /r@Um/ to walk or travel around an area without 
any definite aim or direction The sheep are allowed to 
roam freely on this land.

scale v /skeIl/ to climb to the top of sth very high and 
steep the first woman to scale Mount Everest

seam n /si;m/ a thin layer of coal or other material, 
between layers of rock under the ground They struck a 
rich seam of iron ore.
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Unit 5  Battles
administer v /@d"mInIst@(r)/ to give drugs, medicine, 

etc. to sb The dose was administered to the child 
intravenously.

advance v /@d"vA;ns/ to move forward towards sb/sth, often 
in order to attack or threaten them or it The troops were 
finally given the order to advance.

ally n /"&laI/ a country that has agreed to help and support 
another country, especially in case of a war 

altruism n /"&ltruIz@m/ the fact of caring about the needs 
and happiness of other people more than your own 

amiability n /%eImi@"bIl@ti/ the fact of being pleasant, 
friendly and easy to like 

arm v /A;m/ to provide weapons for yourself/sb in order 
to fight a battle or a war The men armed themselves 
with guns and rifles. ◆ The country was arming against 
the enemy.

barb n /bA;b/ the point of an arrow or a hook that is 
curved backwards to make it difficult to pull out 

be in your blood idiom /bi In j@  "blVd/ to be a natural 
part of your character and of the character of other 
members of your family 

besides prep /bI"saIdz/ in addition to sb/sth; apart from 
sb/sth Besides working as a doctor, he also writes 
novels in his spare time.

bombshell n /"bQmSel/ an event or a piece of news which 
is unexpected and usually unpleasant She dropped a 
bombshell at the meeting and announced that she was 
leaving.

breakthrough n /"breIkTru;/ an important development 
that may lead to an agreement or achievement a 
significant breakthrough in negotiations

burn your bridges idiom /%b3;n j@  "brIdZIz/ to do sth that 
makes it impossible to return to the previous situation 
later Think carefully before you resign—you don’t want 
to burn your bridges.

bury the hatchet idiom /%beri D@  "h&tSIt/ to stop being 
unfriendly and become friends again 

charm n /tSA;m/ the power of pleasing or attracting 
people a man of great charm

civilian adj /s@"vIli@n/ (about a person) not a member of 
the military or police He left the army and returned to 
civilian life.

coalition n /%k@U@"lISn/ a group formed by people from 
several different groups, especially political ones, 
agreeing to work together for a particular purpose a 
coalition of environmental and consumer groups

discriminate v /dI"skrImIneIt/ to treat one person or group 
worse/better than another in an unfair way It is illegal 
to discriminate on grounds of race, sex or religion.

doubtless adv /"daUtl@s/ almost certainly He would 
doubtless disapprove of what Kelly was doing.

faze v /feIz/ to make you feel confused or shocked, so that 
you do not know what to do She wasn’t fazed by his 
comments.

fight a losing battle idiom /faIt @ %lu;zIN "b&tl/ to try to do 
sth that you will probably never succeed in doing 

frankly adv /"fr&Nkli/ used to show that you are being 
honest about sth, even though people might not like 
what you are saying Quite frankly, I’m not surprised 
you failed.

freely adv /"fri;li/ without trying to avoid the truth even 
though it might be unpleasant or embarrassing I freely 
admit that I made a mistake.

furthermore adv /%f3;D@"mO;(r)/ in addition to what has 
just been stated. Furthermore is used especially 
to add a point to an argument. He said he had not 
discussed the matter with her. Furthermore, he had not 
even contacted her.

gladiatorial adj /%gl&di@"tO;ri@l/ relating to or similar to 
fights between gladiators (= men in ancient Rome who 
were trained to fight other men or animals in order to 
entertain the public) 

glass ceiling n /%glA;s  "si;lIN/ the imaginary barrier that 
stops women, or other groups, from getting the best 
jobs in a company, etc. although there are no official 
rules to prevent them from getting these jobs 

grind to a halt idiom /%graInd tu @  "hO;lt/ to go slower 
gradually and then stop completely Production ground 
to a halt during the strike.

heated adj /"hi;tId/ (of a person or discussion) full of 
anger and excitement a heated argument/debate

insurgent n /In"s3;dZ@nt/ a person fighting against the 
government or armed forces of their own country 

invulnerability n /In%vVln@r@"bIl@ti/ the state of not being 
able to be harmed or defeated 

jump the gun idiom /%dZVmp D@  "gVn/ to do sth too soon, 
before the right time 

junkie n /"dZVNki/ a drug addict (= a person who is unable 
to stop taking dangerous drugs) He’s an adrenaline 
junkie (= he cannot stop doing dangerous but exciting 
things).

laugh off phr v /%lA;f"Qf/ to try to make people think that 
sth is not serious or important, especially by making 
a joke about it He laughed off suggestions that he was 
going to resign.

maternity leave n /m@"t3;n@ti li;v/ a period of time when a 
woman temporarily leaves her job to have a baby 

moreover adv /mO;r"@Uv@(r)/ used to introduce some new 
information that adds to or supports what you have 
said previously A talented artist, he was, moreover, a 
writer of some note.

open up old wounds idiom /%@Up@n Vp @Uld"wu;ndz/ to 
remind sb of sth unpleasant that happened or existed 
in the past 

positive action n /%pQz@tIv  "&kSn/ the practice or policy 
of making sure that a particular number of jobs, etc. 
are given to people from groups that are often treated 
unfairly because of their race, sex, etc. 

pronounce v /pr@"naUns/ to say or give sth formally, officially 
or publicly The judge will pronounce sentence today. ◆ 
She was pronounced dead on arrival at the hospital.

provoke v /pr@"v@Uk/ to cause a particular reaction or 
have a particular effect The announcement provoked a 
storm of protest.

reinforcements n /%ri;In"fO;sm@nts/ extra soldiers or police 
officers who are sent to a place because more are 
needed to send in reinforcements

role model n /"r@Ul mQdl/ a person that you admire and 
try to copy 

set your sights on sth/on doing sth idiom /%set j@  "saIts 
Qn/ to decide that you want sth and to try very hard to 
get it She set her sights on going to Yale.

shake sth (off) v / "SeIk Qf/ to get rid of sth I can’t seem to 
shake off this cold. ◆ He couldn’t shake the feeling that 
there was something wrong.

showman n /"S@Um@n/ a person who does things in an 
entertaining way and is good at getting people’s 
attention 

spark sth (off) v /"spA;k Qf/ to cause sth to start or 
develop, especially suddenly The riots were sparked 
off by the arrest of a local leader.

stalemate n /"steIlmeIt/ a disagreement or a situation in 
a competition in which neither side is able to win or 
make any progress The talks ended in (a) stalemate.

stereotyping n /"steri@taIpIN/ the act or process of forming a 
fixed idea about a person or thing which may not really 
be true racial/sexual stereotyping

stick to your guns idiom /%stIk t@ j@  "gVnz/ to refuse to 
change your mind about sth even when other people 
are trying to persuade you that you are wrong 

to boot idiom /t@  "bu;t/ used to add a comment to sth that 
you have said He was a vegetarian, and a fussy one 
to boot.

violation n /%vaI@"leISn/ the act of breaking or refusing 
to obey a law, an agreement, etc. They were in open 
violation of the treaty.

voyeuristic adj /%vwaI@"rIstIk/ getting pleasure from 
watching the problems and private lives of others a 
voyeuristic interest in other people’s lives

wit n /wIt/ the ability to say or write things that are 
both clever and amusing a woman of great wit and 
intelligence ◆ to have a quick/sharp/dry/ready wit
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amend v /@"mend/ to change a law, document, statement, 

etc. slightly in order to correct a mistake or to improve 
it He asked to see the amended version.

encroachment n /In"kr@UtSm@nt/ the act of affecting or 
using up too much of a person’s time, rights, personal 
life, etc.; actions that do this the regime’s many 
encroachments on human rights

friction n /"frIkSn/ disagreement or a lack of friendship 
among people who have different opinions about sth 
conflicts and frictions that have still to be resolved

inhibit v /In"hIbIt/ to prevent sth from happening or to 
make it happen less effectively than before 

momentous adj /m@"ment@s/ very important or serious, 
especially because there may be important results a 
momentous decision/event/occasion

remedy n /"rem@di/ a way of dealing with or improving 
an unpleasant or difficult situation There is no simple 
remedy for unemployment.

road rage n /"r@Ud reIdZ/ a situation in which a driver 
becomes extremely angry or violent with the driver of 
another car because of the way they are driving 

root n /ru;t/ the main cause of sth, such as a problem 
or difficult situation We have to get to the root of the 
problem.

stick in your mind idiom /stIk In j@  "maInd/ (of a memory, 
an image, etc.) to be remembered for a long time One 
of his paintings in particular sticks in my mind.

Unit 6  Dreams
assure v /@"SU@(r)/ to tell sb that sth is definitely true or 

is definitely going to happen, especially when they 
have doubts about it We assured him of our support. ◆ 
‘He’ll come back,’ Susan assured her.

bitterly adv /"bIt@li/ in a way that shows feelings of 
sadness or anger She wept bitterly. ◆ They complained 
bitterly.

boast v /b@Ust/ to talk with too much pride about sth that 
you have or can do I don’t want to boast, but I can 
actually speak six languages.  ◆ Sam boasted that she 
could beat anyone at poker.

callously adv /"k&l@sli/ in a way that shows that you do 
not care about other people’s feelings or suffering 

catch up on sth phr v /%k&tS  "Vp Qn/ to spend extra time 
doing sth because you have not done it earlier I have a 
lot of work to catch up on. ◆ to catch up on sleep

compliment v /"kQmplIment/ to tell sb that you like or 
admire sth they have done, their appearance, etc. She 
complimented him on his excellent German.

consensus n /k@n"sens@s/ an opinion that all members of 
a group agree with There is a growing consensus of 
opinion on this issue.

count on sb/sth phr v /"kaUnt Qn/ to trust sb to do sth or 
to be sure that sth will happen ‘I’m sure he’ll help.’ 
‘Don’t count on it.’ ◆ We can’t count on this warm 
weather lasting.

decline v /dI"klaIn/ to refuse politely to accept or to do sth 
I offered to give them a lift but they declined.

defiantly adv /dI"faI@ntli/ in a way that shows an open 
refusal to obey sb/sth, sometimes in an aggressive 
way 

drop off phr v /%drQp"Qf/ to fall into a light sleep I dropped 
off and missed the end of the film.

enquire after sb phr v /In"kwaI@r A;ft@(r)/ to ask for 
information about sb, especially about their health or 
about what they are doing 

fiercely adv /"fI@sli/ in an angry and aggressive way that is 
frightening ‘Let go of me,’ she said fiercely. ◆ fiercely 
competitive

foreseeable adj /fO;"si;@bl/ that you can predict will 
happen foreseeable risks/consequences

founder n /"faUnd@(r)/ a person who starts an 
organisation, institution, etc. or causes sth to be built 
the founder and president of the company

fulfil v /fUl"fIl/ to do or achieve what was hoped for or 
expected to fulfil your dream/ambition/potential
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gasp v /gA;sp/ to speak or say sth in way that shows you 

are surprised, frightened or in pain ‘What was that 
noise?’ he gasped.

granted adv /"grA;ntId/ used to show that you accept that 
sth is true, often before you make another statement 
about it Granted, it’s not the most pleasant of jobs but 
it has to be done.

groan v /gr@Un/ to speak or say sth in way that shows you 
are annoyed, upset or in pain ‘It’s a complete mess!’ 
she groaned.

legislation n /%ledZIs"leISn/ a law or a set of laws passed by 
a parliament New legislation on the sale of drugs will be 
introduced next year.

moodily adv /"mu;dIli/ in a bad-tempered or upset way 
much as idiom /"mVtS @z/ although Much as I would like to 

stay, I really must go home.
muddled adj /"mVdld/ confused He gets muddled when 

the teacher starts shouting. ◆ muddled thinking
mutter v /"mVt@(r)/ to speak or say sth in a quiet voice 

that is difficult to hear, especially because you are 
annoyed about sth ‘How dare she,’ he muttered under 
his breath.

nevertheless adv /%nev@D@"les/ despite sth that you 
have just mentioned There is little chance that we 
will succeed in changing the law. Nevertheless, it is 
important that we try.

nonetheless adv /%nVnD@"les/ despite this fact The 
book is too long but, nonetheless, informative and 
entertaining.

on top of the world idiom /Qn %tQp @v D@ “w3;ld/ very 
happy or proud 

over the moon idiom /%@Uv@ D@  "mu;n/ extremely happy 
and excited 

pin (all) your hopes on sb/sth idiom /%pIn jO; "h@Ups Qn/ 
rely on sb/sth completely for success or help The 
company is pinning its hopes on the new project.

pique n /pi;k/ annoyed or bitter feelings that you have, 
usually because your pride has been hurt When he 
realised nobody was listening to him, he left in a fit of 
pique.

plethora n /"pleT@r@/ an amount that is greater than is 
needed or can be used There are a plethora of choices 
available.

pool v /pu;l/ to collect money, information, etc. from 
different people so that it can be used by all of them 
Police forces across the country are pooling resources 
in order to solve this crime.

recurring adj /rI"k3;rIN/ happening again or a number of 
times a recurring illness/problem/nightmare, etc.

resignedly adv /rI"zaIndnIdli/ in a way that shows a 
willingness to calmly accept sth unpleasant or difficult 
that you cannot change ‘I suppose you’re right,’ she 
said resignedly.

sarcastically adv /sA;"k&stIkli/ (used about a way of 
speaking) using words that are the opposite of what 
you mean in order to be unpleasant to sb or to make 
fun of them 

sharply adv / "SA;pli/ in a critical, rough or severe way ‘Is 
there a problem?’ he asked sharply.

shriek v /Sri;k/ to say sth in a loud, high voice, for 
example when you are excited, frightened or in pain 
‘There’s somebody upstairs!’ he shrieked.

sigh v /saI/ to speak or say sth in way that shows that you 
are disappointed, sad, tired, etc. ‘Oh well, better luck 
next time,’ she sighed.

sovereignty n /"sQvr@nti/ the state of being a country with 
freedom to govern itself The declaration proclaimed the 
full sovereignty of the republic.

stability n /st@"bIl@ti/ the quality or state of being steady 
and not changing or being disturbed in any way  
(= the quality of being stable) political/economic/
social stability

sympathetically adv /%sImp@"TetIkli/ in a kind way that 
shows that you understand and care about another 
person’s problems to smile at sb sympathetically

tell sb off phr v /%tel  "Qf/ to speak angrily to sb for doing 
sth wrong I told the boys off for making so much noise. 
◆ Did you get told off?

thrilled adj /TrIld/ very excited and pleased He was 
thrilled at the prospect of seeing them again.

unravel v /Vn"r&vl/ to explain sth that is difficult to 
understand or is mysterious; to become clearer or 
easier to understand The discovery will help scientists 
unravel the mystery of the Ice Age.

wearily adv /"wI@r@li/ in a way that shows you are very 
tired, especially after working hard or doing sth for a 
long time He closed his eyes wearily.

whine v /waIn/ to complain in an annoying, crying voice 
whisper v /"wIsp@(r)/ to speak very quietly to sb so that 

other people cannot hear what you are saying ‘Can you 
meet me tonight?’ he whispered. ◆ What are you two 
whispering about?

yell v /jel/ to shout loudly, for example because you are 
angry, excited, frightened or in pain ‘Watch out!’ he 
yelled.
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abolish v /@"bQlIS/ to officially end a law, a system or an 

institution This tax should be abolished.
antipathy n /&n"tIp@Ti/ a strong feeling of dislike 

personal/mutual antipathy ◆ a growing antipathy 
towards the idea

distress n /dI"stress/ a feeling of great worry or 
unhappiness; great suffering She was obviously in 
distress after the attack. ◆ deep emotional distress

grief n /gri;f/ a feeling of great sadness, especially 
when sb dies She was overcome with grief when her 
husband died.

grieve v /gri;v/ to feel very sad, especially because sb has 
died They are still grieving for their dead mother.

mournful adj /"mO;nfl/ very sad mournful music ◆ I 
couldn’t bear the mournful look on her face.

recount v /rI"kaUnt/ to tell sb about sth, especially sth 
that you have experienced They recounted what had 
happened during the intervening years.

resign yourself to sth phr v /rI"zaIn j@self t@/ to accept sth 
unpleasant that cannot be changed or avoided She 
resigned herself to her fate.

sob v /sQb/ to cry noisily, taking sudden, sharp breaths 
He started to sob uncontrollably.

station v /"steISn/ to go somewhere and stand or sit there, 
especially to wait for sth; to send sb somewhere to 
do this She stationed herself at the window to await 
his return.

Unit 7  Journeys
backpack v /"b&kp&k/ to travel on holiday carrying your 

equipment and clothes in a backpack (= a large bag 
carried on the back) They went backpacking in Spain 
last year.

bland adj /bl&nd/ not having a strong or interesting taste 
a rather bland diet of soup, fish and bread

borne pp /bO;n/ = past participle of the verb to bear He’s 
borne a grudge against me ever since that day.

bust adj /bVst/ broken My watch is bust.
check into phr v /"tSek Int@/ to arrive at a hotel or private 

hospital to begin your stay there He checked into a top 
London clinic yesterday for an operation on his knee.

chill out phr v /%tSIl  "aUt/ to relax and stop feeling angry or 
nervous about sth They sometimes meet up to chill out 
and watch a movie.

classic adj /"kl&sIk/ accepted as one of the best or most 
important of its kind a classic novel/study/goal

classical adj /"kl&sIkl/ 1. widely accepted and used for 
a long time; traditional in style or idea classical and 
modern ballet 
2. connected with or influenced by the culture of 
ancient Greece and Rome a classical scholar (= an 
expert in Latin and Greek) 

commute v /k@"mju;t/ to travel regularly by bus, train, car, 
etc. between your place of work and your home She 
commutes from Oxford to London every day.

conform (to/with sth) v /k@n"fO;m/ to obey a rule, law, etc. 
The building does not conform with safety regulations.

creep v /kri;p/ to move slowly, quietly and carefully, 
because you do not want to be seen or heard I crept up 
the stairs, trying not to wake my parents.

detrimental adj /%detrI"mentl/ harmful The policy will be 
detrimental to the peace process.

exceedingly adv /Ik"si;dINli/ extremely; very much 
excessively adv /Ik"sesIvli/ to a degree or level that is 

greater than what seems reasonable or appropriate 
excessively high prices

excursion n /Ik"sk3;Sn/ a short journey made for pleasure, 
especially one that has been organised for a group of 
people They’ve gone on an excursion to York.

expedition n /%eksp@"dISn/ an organised journey with 
a particular purpose, especially to find out about a 
place that is not well known to plan/lead/go on an 
expedition to the North Pole

imply v /Im"plaI/ to suggest that sth is true or that you 
feel or think sth, without saying so directly Are you 
implying (that) I am lying?

infer v /In"f3;(r)/ to reach an opinion or decide that sth is 
true on the basis of information that is available Much 
of the meaning must be inferred from the context.

irrational adj /I"r&S@nl/ not based on, or not using, clear 
logical thought an irrational fear ◆ You’re being 
irrational.

kip v /kIp/ to sleep You can kip on the sofa, if you like.
limp v /lImp/ to walk slowly or with difficulty because 

one leg is injured She had twisted her ankle and was 
limping.

loo n /lu;/ a toilet She’s gone to the loo.
lug v /lVg/ to carry or drag sth heavy with a lot of effort I 

had to lug my bags up to the fourth floor.
march v /mA;tS/ to walk with stiff regular steps like a 

soldier Soldiers were marching up and down outside 
the government buildings.

mate n /meIt/ a friend They’ve been best mates since 
school.

mutual adj /"mju;tSu@l/ used to describe feelings that 
two or more people have for each other equally, or 
actions that affect two or more people equally mutual 
support/aid

outing n / "aUtIN/ a trip that you go on for pleasure or 
education, usually with a group of people and lasting 
no more than one day We went on an outing to London. 
◆ a family outing

outweigh v /%aUt"weI/ to be greater or more important than 
sth The advantages far outweigh the disadvantages.

pilgrimage n /"pIlgrImIdZ/ a journey to a holy place for 
religious reasons 

plod v /plQd/ to walk slowly with heavy steps, especially 
because you are tired I watched her plodding her way 
across the field.

plumbing n /"plVmIN/ the system of pipes, etc. that supply 
water to a building 

pose v /p@Uz/ to create a threat, problem, etc. that has to 
be dealt with to pose a threat/challenge/danger/risk

put sb up phr v /%pUt"Vp/ to let sb stay at your home We 
can put you up for the night.

run into sb phr v /%rVn  "Int@/ to meet sb by chance Guess 
who I ran into today!

run sb/sth down phr v /%rVn  "daUn/ to criticise sb/sth in 
an unkind way He’s always running her down in front 
of other people.

run sth by sb phr v /%rVn  "baI/ to show sb sth or tell sb 
about an idea in order to see their reaction to it 

saunter v /"sO;nt@(r)/ to walk in a slow relaxed way He 
sauntered by, looking as if he had all the time in the 
world.

see sb off phr v /%si;"Qf/ to go to a station, an airport, etc. 
to say goodbye to sb who is starting a journey 

sneak v /sni;k/ to move very quietly, trying to avoid being 
seen or heard I sneaked up the stairs.

stagger v / "st&g@(r)/ to walk with weak unsteady steps, as if 
you are about to fall He staggered home, drunk.

stop by phr v /%stQp  "baI/ to make a short visit somewhere 
I’ll stop by this evening for a chat.
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stop over (at / in) phr v /%stQp  "@Uv@(r)/ to stay somewhere 

for a short time during a long journey I stopped over in 
Hong Kong on the way to Australia.

stride v /straId/ to walk with long steps in a particular 
direction She came striding towards meet me.

stroll v /str@Ul/ to walk somewhere in a slow relaxed way 
People were strolling along the beach.

strut v /strVt/ to walk proudly with your head up and 
chest out to show that you think you are important The 
players strutted and posed for the cameras.

stumble v /"stVmbl/ to hit your foot against sth while you 
are walking or running and almost fall I stumbled over 
a rock.

surcharge n /"s3;tSA;dZ/ an extra amount of money that 
you must pay in addition to the usual price 

tiptoe v /"tIpt@U/ to walk using the front parts of your feet 
only, so that other people cannot hear you I tiptoed 
over to the window.

traipse v /treIps/ to walk somewhere slowly when you are 
tired and unwilling 

trek v /trek/ to spend time walking, especially in 
mountains and for enjoyment and interest We went 
trekking in Nepal.

trudge v /trVdZ/ to walk slowly or with heavy steps, 
because you are tired or carrying sth heavy The men 
trudged up the hill, carrying all the supplies.

unreasonable adj /Vn"ri;zn@bl/ not fair; expecting too 
much The job was beginning to make unreasonable 
demands on his free time.

upshot n /"VpSQt/ the final result of a series of events The 
upshot of it all was that he left college and got a job.

walk (all) over sb phr v /%wO;k O;l  "@Uv@(r)/ to treat sb 
badly, without considering them or their needs He’ll 
always let her walk all over him.

wander v /"wQnd@(r)/ to walk slowly around or to a place, 
often without any particular sense of purpose or 
direction She wandered aimlessly around the streets.

yob n /jQb/ a rude, noisy and sometimes aggressive and 
violent boy or young man He was attacked by a bunch 
of yobs.

Get ready for your exam 7
breed v /bri;d/ (of animals) to have sex and produce 

young Many animals breed only at certain times of the 
year.

diminutive adj /dI"mInj@tIv/ very small She was a 
diminutive figure beside her husband.

dust sheet n /"dVst Si;t/ a large sheet that is used to 
protect floors, furniture, etc. from dust or paint 

feat n /fi;t/ an action or a piece of work that needs skill, 
strength or courage The tunnel is a brilliant feat of 
engineering.

load v /l@Ud/ to put a large quantity of things or people 
onto or into sth Sacks were being loaded onto the 
truck.

precariously adv /prI"ke@ri@sli/ in a way that is likely to fall 
or cause sb to fall He balanced the glass precariously 
on the arm of his chair.

ramp n /r&mp/ a slope or set of steps that can be moved, 
used for loading a vehicle or getting on or off a plane 
a loading ramp

roof rack n /"ru;f r&k/ a metal frame fixed to the roof of a 
car and used for carrying bags, cases and other large 
objects 

stack v /st&k/ to arrange objects neatly in a pile; to be 
arranged in this way to stack boxes

track v /tr&k/ to follow the movements of sb/sth, 
especially by using special electronic equipment We 
continued tracking the plane on our radar.

Unit 8 Tastes
bangle n /"b&Ngl/ a piece of jewellery in the form of a 

large ring of gold, silver, etc. worn loosely around the 
wrist 

bob n /bQb/ a style of hair in which it is cut the same 
length all the way around She wears her hair in a bob.

buckle n /"bVkl/ a piece of metal or plastic used for 
joining the ends of a belt or for fastening a part of a 
bag, shoe, etc. 

check n /tSek/ a pattern of squares, usually of two colours 
Do you prefer checks or stripes? ◆ a check shirt/suit

choker n /"tS@Uk@(r)/ a piece of jewellery or narrow band 
of cloth worn closely around the neck 

clove n /kl@Uv/ one of the small separate sections of a 
bulb (= the round underground part) of garlic 

cloying adj /"klOIjIN/ (of food, a smell, etc.) so sweet that 
it is unpleasant 

clued-up adj /%klu;d  "Vp/ knowing a lot about sth; having 
a lot of information about sth 

cramped adj /kr&mpt/ (of a room) not having enough 
space for the people within it to move around freely 
working in cramped conditions

cravat n /kr@"v&t/ a short wide strip of silk, etc. worn by 
men around the neck, folded inside the collar of a shirt 

crave v /kreIv/ to have a very strong desire for sth She 
has always craved excitement.

cuff n /kVf/ the end of a coat or shirt sleeve at the wrist a 
collar and cuffs of white lace

deserted adj /dI"z3;tId/ (of a place) with no people in it 
deserted streets

dishevelled adj /dI"Sevld/ (of hair, clothes, etc.) very 
untidy He looked tired and dishevelled.

dreadlocks n /"dredlQks/ hair that is twisted into long 
thick pieces that hang down from the head, worn 
especially by Rastafarians 

fishnet n /"fISnet/ a type of cloth made of threads that 
produce a pattern of small holes like a net fishnet 
stockings

flippant adj /"flip@nt/ showing that you do not take sth as 
seriously as other people think you should a flippant 
answer/attitude

foodie n /  ” fu;di/ a person who is very interested in 
cooking and eating different kinds of food 

garment n /"gA;m@nt/ a piece of clothing woollen/winter/
outer garments

goatee n /g@U"ti;/ a small pointed beard that is grown 
only on the chin 

gorge v /gO;dZ/ to eat a lot of sth, until you are too full to 
eat any more 

hearty adj /"hA;ti/ (of a meal) large; making you feel full a 
hearty breakfast

intimate adj /"IntIm@t/ (of a place or situation) 
encouraging close, friendly or romantic relationships 
an intimate restaurant

knob n /nQb/ a small lump of sth such as butter 
lace n /leis/ a delicate material made from threads of 

cotton, silk, etc. that are twisted into a pattern of 
holes a lace handkerchief

lap sth up phr v /%l&p"Vp/ to accept or receive sth with 
great enjoyment, without thinking about whether it 
is good, true or sincere She simply lapped up all the 
compliments.

outdated adj /%aUt"deItId/ no longer useful because of 
being old-fashioned outdated equipment

peril n /"per@l/ the fact of sth being dangerous or harmful 
a warning about the perils of drug abuse

piercing n /"pI@sIN/ the hole that is made in your ear, nose 
or some other part of your body so that you can wear 
jewellery there She has a tongue piercing.

pinch n /pIntS/ the amount of sth that you can hold 
between your finger and thumb a pinch of salt

plait n /pl&t/ a long piece of hair, that is divided into 
three parts and twisted together She wore her hair in 
plaits.

plateau v /"pl&t@U/ to stay at a steady level after a period 
of growth or progress Unemployment has at last 
plateaued out.

plummet v /"plVmIt/ to fall suddenly and quickly from a 
high level or position Share prices plummeted to an 
all-time low.

quiff n /kwIf/ a piece of hair at the front of the head that 
is brushed upwards and backwards 

rocket v /"rQkIt/ to increase very quickly and suddenly 
rocketing prices ◆ Sales have rocketed up again.

scrawny adj /"skrO;ni/ (of people or animals) very thin in a 
way that is not attractive 

scruffy adj /"skrVfi/ dirty or untidy He looked a little 
scruffy. ◆ scruffy pair of jeans

shabby adj /"S&bi/ (of buildings, clothes, etc.) in poor 
condition because they have been used a lot She wore 
shabby old jeans and a T-shirt.

skive v /skaIv/ to avoid work or school by staying away or 
leaving early ‘Where’s Tom?’ ‘Skiving as usual.’ ◆ She 
always skives off early on Fridays.

sloppy adj /"slQpi/ showing a lack of care, thought or 
effort Your work is sloppy.

slump v /slVmp/ to fall in price, value, number, etc., 
suddenly and by a large amount Profits slumped by 
over 50%.

sprig n /sprIg/ a small stem with leaves on it from a plant 
or bush, used in cooking or as a decoration a sprig of 
parsley

stale n /steIl/ (of food, especially bread and cake) no longer 
fresh and therefore unpleasant to eat 

stubble n /"stVbl/ the short stiff hairs that grow on a 
man’s face when he has not shaved recently 

stylish adj /"staIlIS/ fashionable; elegant and attractive his 
stylish wife ◆ a stylish restaurant

swift adj /swift/ happening or done quickly and 
immediately; doing sth quickly swift action ◆ a swift 
decision

tactless adj /"t&ktl@s/ saying or doing things that are likely 
to annoy or to upset other people a tactless remark

tail off phr v /%teIl"Qf/ to become smaller or weaker The 
number of tourists tails off in October.

tangy adj /"t&Ni;/ having a strong sharp taste or smell a 
refreshing tangy lemon flavour

tank top n /"t&Nk tQp/ a sweater without sleeves 
tartan n /"tA;tn/ a pattern of squares and lines of different 

colours and widths that cross each other, used 
especially on cloth, and originally from Scotland a 
tartan rug

unkempt dj /%Vn"kempt/ (especially of sb’s hair or general 
appearance) not well cared for; not neat or tidy greasy, 
unkempt hair

zap v /z&p/ to cook or heat sth quickly in a microwave 
oven

Get ready for your exam 8
far flung adj /%fA;"flVN/ a long distance away expeditions to 

the far-flung corners of the world
grandeur n / "gr&ndZ@(r)/ the quality of being great and 

impressive in appearance The hotel had an air of faded 
grandeur.

haul v /hO;l/ to pull sth/sb with a lot of effort The wagons 
were hauled by horses.

jet lag n /"dZet l&g/ the feeling of being tired and slightly 
confused after a long plane journey, mainly due to the 
difference in time between the place you left and the 
place you have arrived in 

opulent adj /"Qpj@l@nt/ made or decorated using 
expensive materials  

palate n /"p&l@t/ the ability to recognise and/or enjoy 
good food and drink a menu to tempt even the most 
jaded palate

restorative adj /rI"stO;r@tIv/ making you feel strong and 
healthy again the restorative power of fresh air

revitalise v /%ri;"vaIt@laIz/ to make sb/sth stronger, more 
active or more healthy measures to revitalise the inner 
cities ◆ a revitalising drink

salinity n /s@"lIn@ti/ the amount of salt within a particular 
liquid or substance to measure the salinity of the water

summit n /"sVmIt/ the highest point of sth, especially the top 
of a mountain This path leads to the summit.
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Unit 9  Secrets
blow the whistle on sb/sth idiom /bl@U D@  "wIsl Qn/ to 

tell sb in authority about sth wrong or illegal that sb 
is doing An employee blew the whistle on dangerous 
working practices at the factory.

boost v /bu;st/ to make sth increase, or become better or 
more successful The movie helped boost her screen career. 
◆ to boost sb’s confidence/morale

buy into sth phr v /%baI  "int@/ to believe sth, especially an 
idea that many other people believe in She had never 
bought into the idea that to be attractive you have to 
be thin.

catastrophic adj /%k&t@"strQfIk/ causing great damage or 
suffering catastrophic effects/losses/results

clam up phr v /%kl&m"Vp/ to refuse to speak, especially 
when sb asks you about sth I tend to clam up when 
people ask me about my childhood.

commemorate v /k@"mem@reIt/ to remind people of an 
important person or event from the past with a special 
action or object; to exist to remind people of a person 
or an event from the past A series of movies will be 
shown to commemorate the 30th anniversary of  
his death.

confide in sb phr v /k@n"faId In/ to tell sb secrets and 
personal information because you feel you can trust 
them It is important to have someone you can confide in.

crackdown n /"kr&kdaUn/ severe action taken to restrict 
the activities of criminals or of people opposed to the 
government or sb in authority a crackdown on crime

crop up phr v /%krQp"Vp/ to appear or happen, especially 
when it is not expected His name just cropped up in 
conversation. ◆ I’ll be late—something’s cropped up 
at home.

currency n /"kVr@nsi/ the fact that sth is used or accepted 
by a lot of people The qualification has gained 
currency all over the world.

cyber adj /"saIb@(r)/ connected with electronic 
communication networks, especially the Internet a 
cybercafé

eavesdrop v /"i;vzdrQp/ to listen secretly to what other 
people are saying We caught him eavesdropping 
outside the window.

fake n /feIk/ an object such as a work of art, a coin or a 
piece of jewellery that is not genuine but has been 
made to look as if it is All the paintings proved to be 
fakes.

fall into the trap of doing sth idiom /fO;l Int@ D@  "tr&p @v/ to 
do sth that is a mistake but which seems at first to be a 
good idea Parents often fall into the trap of trying to do 
everything for their children.

feign v /feIn/ to pretend that you have a particular feeling 
or that you are ill, tired, etc. He survived the massacre 
by feigning death.

for the sake of sb/sth idiom /f@ D@  "seIk @v/ in order to 
help sb/sth or because you like sb/sth They stayed 
together for the sake of the children.

gossip v /"gQsIp/ to talk about other people’s private 
lives, often in an unkind way She’s been gossiping 
about you.

grumble v /"grVmbl/ to complain about sb/sth in a bad-
tempered way She’s always grumbling to me about 
how badly she’s treated at work.

hail v /heIl/ to describe sb/sth as being very good or 
special, especially in newspapers, etc. The conference 
was hailed as a great success.

hamper v /"h&mp@(r)/ to prevent sb from easily doing or 
achieving sth 

hang about phr v /%h&N @  "baUt/ to wait or stay near a 
place, not doing very much kids hanging about in the 
streets

hold out phr v /%h@Uld"aUt/ to resist or survive in a difficult 
situation The rebels held out in the mountains for 
several years.

hush sth up phr v /%hVS    "Vp/ to hide information about 
a situation because you do not want people to know 
about it He claimed that the whole affair had been 
hushed up by the council.

hush-hush adj /%hVS  " hVS/ secret and not known about by 
many people Their wedding was very hush-hush.

impudent adj /"Impj@d@nt/ rude; not showing respect for 
other people an impudent remark

indiscreet adj /%IndI"skri;t/ not careful about what you say 
or do, especially when this embarrasses or offends sb 

juicy adj /"dZu;si/ interesting because you find it shocking 
or exciting juicy gossip

keep a/the lid on sth idiom /ki;p @"lId Qn/ to keep sth 
secret or hidden 

leak v /li;k/ to give secret information to the public, for 
example by telling a newspaper The contents of the 
report were leaked to the press.

let slip sth idiom /let "slip/ to give sb information that is 
supposed to be secret I happened to let it slip that he 
had given me £1,000 for the car.

nominally adv /"nQmIn@li/ in name only, and not in reality 
He was nominally in charge of the company.

ostensible adj /Q"stens@bl/ seeming or stated to be real or 
true, when this is perhaps not the case The ostensible 
reason for his absence was illness.

outrage v /"aUtreIdZ/ to make sb very shocked and angry He 
was outraged at the way he had been treated.

outstanding adj /aUt"st&ndIN/ extremely good; excellent 
an outstanding player/achievement/success

package v /"p&kIdZ/ to present sb/sth in a particular way 
an attempt to package news as entertainment

pass sb/sth off as sb/sth phr v /%pA;s "Qf @s/ to pretend 
that sb/sth is sth they are not He escaped by passing 
himself off as a guard.

pat adj /p&t/ (of an answer, a comment, etc.) too quick, easy 
or simple; not seeming natural or realistic There are no 
pat answers to these questions.

prise sth out of sb phr v /%praIz"aUt @v/ to force sb to give 
you information about sb/sth 

rumour n /”ru;m@(r)/ a piece of information, or a story, 
that people talk about, but that may not be true Some 
malicious rumours are circulating about his past.

run wild idiom /rVn"waIld/ to grow or develop freely 
without any control Let your imagination run wild and 
be creative.

scandalise v /"sk&nd@laIz/ to do sth that people find 
very shocking She scandalised her family with her 
extravagant lifestyle.

scandalous adj /"sk&nd@l@s/ containing talk about the 
shocking or immoral things that people have done or 
are thought to have done 

seat n /si;t/ the main site or location of a government or 
an authority Washington is the seat of government of 
the US.

shadowy adj /"S&d@Ui/ that not much is known about the 
shadowy world of terrorism

spill the beans idiom /spIl D@ "bi;nz/ to tell sb sth that 
should be kept secret or private Come on, spill the 
beans, who was that girl you were with?

splash sth across sth phr v /"spl&S  @%krQs/ to put a 
photograph, news story, etc. in a place where it will be 
easily noticed The story was splashed across the cover 
of all the tabloids.

stonewall v /%st@Un"wO;l/ (especially in politics) to delay a 
discussion or decision by refusing to answer questions 
or by talking a lot 

track record n /"tr&k rekO;d/ all the past achievements, 
successes or failures of a person or an organisation He 
has a proven track record in marketing.

trigger v /”trig@(r)/ to make sth happen suddenly Nuts can 
trigger a violent allergic reaction.

turn out phr v /%t3;n  "aUt/ to be discovered to be; to prove 
to be The job turned out to be harder than we thought. 
◆ The house they had offered us turned out to be a 
tiny flat.

virulence n / "vIr@l@ns/ strong negative and bitter feelings; 
an instance of this 

Get ready for your exam 9
allegedly adv /@" ledZIdli/ according to what sb has stated 

as a fact but without giving proof crimes allegedly 
committed during the war

butt n /bVt/ the thick end of a weapon or tool a rifle butt
chalk sth up to experience idiom /tSO;k Vp t@ Ik"spI@ri@ns/ 

used to say that sb should think of a failure as being 
sth that they can learn from We lost a lot of money, but 
we just chalk it up to experience.

crucial adj /"kru;Sl/ extremely important, because it will 
affect other things Winning this contract is crucial to 
the success of the company.

deceit n /dI"si;t/ dishonest behaviour that is intended to 
make sb believe sth that is not true; an example of 
this behaviour He was accused of lies and deceit.

deception n /dI"sepSn/ the act of deliberately making sb 
believe sth that is not true (= of deceiving them) He was 
accused of obtaining property by deception.

firearm n / "faI@rA;m/ a gun that can be carried The police 
were issued with firearms.

parlour n /"pA;l@(r)/ (in compounds) a shop that provides 
particular goods or services a beauty/an ice-cream 
parlour

plain adv /pleIn/ used to emphasise how bad, stupid, etc. 
sth is plain stupid/wrong

trace n /treIs/ the process of finding the origin of sth, 
such as the place from which a telephone call was 
made The police ran a trace on the vehicle.

Unit 10  Endings 
address v /@"dres/ to think about a problem or a situation 

and decide how you are going to deal with it We must 
address the problem of traffic pollution.

ambiguous adj /&m"bIgju@s/ able to be understood in 
more than one way; having different meanings Her 
account was deliberately ambiguous.

apathetic adj /%&p@"TetIk/ showing no interest or 
enthusiasm The illness made her apathetic and 
unwilling to meet people.

assess v /@"ses/ to make a judgement about the nature 
or quality of sb/sth It’s difficult to assess the effects of 
these changes.

baffling adj /"b&flIN/ extremely confusing; too difficult or 
strange for sb to understand or explain His behaviour 
is baffling.

bear sb/sth in mind idiom /be@r In  "maInd/ to remember 
or consider sb/sth 

bestow v /bI"st@U/ to give sth to sb, especially to show 
how much they are respected It was a title bestowed 
upon him by the king.

biased adj /"baI@st/ having a tendency to show favour 
towards or against one group of people or one opinion 
for personal reasons biased information/sources/press 
reports

bring in phr v /%brIN "In/ to introduce a new law or policy 
They want to bring in a bill to limit arms exports.

cease  v /si;s/ to stop happening or existing; to stop sth from 
happening or existing Welfare payments cease as soon as 
an individual starts a job. ◆ They voted to cease the strike 
action immediately.

clichéd adj /"kli;SeId/ (about a phrase or an idea) used so 
often that it no longer has much meaning and is not 
interesting a clichéd view of upper-class life

culminate v /"kVlmIneIt/ to end with a particular result, or 
at a particular point Their summer tour will culminate at 
a spectacular concert in London.

decommission v /%di;k@"mISn/ to officially stop using 
weapons, a nuclear power station, etc. Their weapons 
were decommissioned as part of the peace agreement.

degrade v /dI"greId/ to change or make sth change to a 
simpler chemical form It takes many many years for 
uranium to degrade.

do away with sth phr v /%du @  "weI wiD/ to stop doing or 
having sth; to make sth end He thinks it’s time we did 
away with the monarchy.
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endless adj /"endl@s/ continuing for a long time and 

seeming to have no end an endless round of parties and 
visits ◆ I’ve had enough of their endless arguing.

extinction n /Ik"stINkSn/ a situation in which a plant, an 
animal, a way of life, etc. stops existing The mountain 
gorilla is on the verge of extinction.

feasible adj /"fi;z@bl/ that is possible and likely to be 
achieved It’s just not feasible to manage the business 
on a part-time basis.

feel-good adj /"fi;l gUd/ making you feel happy and 
pleased about life a feel-good movie

finalise v /"faIn@laIz/ to complete the last part of a plan, 
trip, project, etc. to finalise your plans/arrangements

flatly adv /"fl&tli/ in a way that is very definite and will 
not be changed to flatly deny/reject/oppose sth

hackneyed adj /"h&knid/ used too often and therefore 
boring a hackneyed phrase/subject

heart-rending adj /"hA;t rendIN/ causing feelings of great 
sadness a heart-rending story

hotly adv /"h  Qtli/ done in an angry or excited way or with 
a lot of strong feeling The results were hotly disputed.

ill-fated adj /%Il "feItId/ not lucky and ending sadly, especially 
in death or failure an ill-fated expedition

immaterial adj /%Im@"tI@ri@l/ not important in a particular 
situation The cost is immaterial. ◆ It is immaterial to 
me whether he stays or goes.

incongruous adj /In"kQNgru@s/ strange, and not suitable 
in a particular situation Such traditional methods seem 
incongruous in our technical age.

intriguing adj /In"tri;gIN/ very interesting because of 
being unusual or not having an obvious answer an 
intriguing possibility ◆ He found her intriguing.

malfunctioning adj /%m&l"fVNkSnIN/ (of a machine, etc.) 
failing to work correctly If your PC is malfunctioning, 
contact the IT department.

misdirected adj /%mIsd@"rektId/ aiming to achieve the 
wrong objectives His efforts were misdirected.

(as) miserable as sin idiom /@z %mIzr@bl @z "sIn/ used to 
emphasise that sb is very unhappy He never smiles, 
he’s miserable as sin.

nondescript adj /"nQndIskrIpt/ having no interesting 
or unusual features or qualities He wore a shabby 
nondescript jacket.

nonsensical adj /nQn"sensIkl/ ridiculous; with no meaning 
The Jabberwocky is a nonsensical poem.

opportune adj /"Qp@tju;n/ (of an action or event) done 
or happening at the right time to be successful an 
opportune remark

overblown adj /%@Uv@"bl@Un/ that is made to seem larger, 
more impressive or more important than it really is an 
overblown situation

reiterate v /ri"It@reIt/ to repeat sth that you have already 
said, especially to emphasise it to reiterate an 
argument/a demand/an offer

resident n /"rezId@nt/ a person who lives in a particular 
place or who has their home there a resident of the 
United States

sentimental adj /%sentI"mentl/ having or producing 
emotions such as pity, romantic love or sadness, in 
a way that is exaggerated or not sincere a slushy, 
sentimental love story

solemn adj /"sQl@m/ done, said, etc. in a very serious and 
sincere way a solemn oath/undertaking/vow

spectacular adj /spek"t&kj@l@(r)/ very impressive in an 
exciting or dramatic way a spectacular fight scene ◆ 
Rooney scored a spectacular goal.

stockpile v /"stQkpaIl/ to collect and keep a large supply 
of sth There are concerns the militants have been 
stockpiling arms.

tailback n /"teIlb&k/ a long line of traffic that is moving 
slowly or not moving at all, because sth is blocking 
the road A tailback on the M40 is causing long delays.

thought-provoking adj / "TO;t pr@%v@UkIN/ making people think 
seriously about a particular subject or issue I watched a 
thought-provoking documentary about the Middle East 
peace process.

touching adj /"tVtSIN/ causing feelings of pity or 
sympathy; making you feel emotional It was a 
touching story that moved many of us to tears.

(as) tough as old boots idiom /@z %tVf @z @Uld "bu;ts/ 
very strong and able to deal successfully with difficult 
conditions or situations John’s as tough as old boots – 
he’ll soon be back to normal.

unimaginable adj /%VnI"m&dZIn@bl/ impossible to think of 
or to believe exists unimaginable wealth ◆ This level of 
success would have been unimaginable just last year.

vulnerable adj /"vVln@r@bl/ weak and easily hurt physically 
or emotionally She looked very vulnerable standing 
there on her own.  ◆ In cases of food poisoning, young 
children are especially vulnerable. ◆ The sudden 
resignation of the financial director put the company in 
a very vulnerable position.

wind sth up phr v /%waInd "Vp/ to bring sth such as a 
speech or meeting to an end The speaker was just 
winding up when the door was flung open. ◆ If we all 
agree, let’s wind up the discussion.

wrap up phr v /%r&p "Vp/ to complete sth such as an 
agreement or a meeting in an acceptable way That just 
about wraps it up for today.
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bear the brunt of sth idiom /be@ D@ "brVnt/ to receive the 

main force of sth unpleasant Schools will bear the 
brunt of cuts in government spending.

chaotic adj /keI"QtIk/ in a state of complete confusion 
and lack of order The traffic in the city is chaotic in the 
rush hour.

disperse v /dI"sp3;s/ to move apart and go away in 
different directions; to make sb/sth do this The fog 
began to disperse.

engulf v /In"gVlf/ to surround or to cover sb/sth 
completely The vehicle was engulfed in flames.

lifespan n /"laIfsp&n/ the length of time that sth is likely 
to live, continue or function Worms have a lifespan of 
a few months.

nebula n /"nebj@l@/ a mass of dust or gas that can be seen 
in the night sky, often appearing very bright 

outermost adj /"aUt@m@Ust/ furthest from the inside or 
centre the outermost planet

residual adj /rI"zIdju@l/ remaining at the end of a process 
There are still a few residual problems with the 
computer program.

scorch v /skO;tS/ to become or to make sth become 
extremely dry or slightly burnt, especially from the 
heat of the sun a scorched, lifeless landscape

swell (up) v /%swel"Vp/ to become bigger or rounder Her 
arm was beginning to swell up where the bee had 
stung her.
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